We are all made of stars.
Unearthly quality, starry shine, space technology.
We are all made of stars
Sirѐne was born out of a passion for beauty, stars and the universe. The creators of Sirѐne in their pursue of perfection
seem like aerospace engineers who make the eternal dream of reaching the stars come true. Like space travelers
chasing their dreams, the Sirѐne production team reach for unbridled excellence in their craft. Their passion is demonstrated by the use of the highest quality materials, space technology, dedication to quality and the utmost attentiveness
to detail. Space technology inspired the use of titanium coating technology for Sirѐne frames manufacturing. Thanks to
this coating the glasses are solid and hypoallergenic. The same technology had been used while building spaceships. Sir

ѐne creators are the people of art, culture and literature. It is no accident that the name of the brand is inspired by Kurt

Vonnegut’s Jr.’s The Sirens of Titan. Sirѐne makes the best use of European fashion heritage and history of design. Metal
elements are coated with titanium and selected models are additionally gold-plated or silver-plated. While the use of

Italian Mazzucchelli acetate honors the best optical traditions. The whole production process takes place in Europe, and
all of the glasses are hand-crafted.

Cassini Collection
The name Cassini comes from space probe studying Saturn and its moons. Sirene Cassini is a bold combination of metal
details and the highest quality Italian Mazzucchelli acetate. Handmade frames bene�it from years of glasses design

history. Carefully selected materials: acetate imitating stone and precious metals: gold, titanium, silver, give the collection an unique, but also chic and subtle charm. The design is coherent across all dimensions owing to the attention to

detail not only in respect of frames, but also photo shoots and accessories. Each model of frames is named after stars
and planets.
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